Evidence for a specific role for muscarinic receptors in crossmodal object recognition in rats.
Acetylcholine (ACh) has been implicated in numerous cognitive functions, including multisensory feature binding. In the present study, we systematically assessed the involvement of cholinergic muscarinic receptors in several variations of an object recognition task for rats. In the standard spontaneous object recognition (SOR) task, tactile and visual properties of objects were freely available throughout the sample and choice phases. In the tactile- and visual-only unimodal SOR tasks, exploration in both phases was restricted to tactile and visual information, respectively. For the basic crossmodal object recognition (CMOR) task, sample object exploration was limited to tactile features, whereas choice objects were available only in the visual domain. In Experiment 1, pre-sample systemic administration of scopolamine (0.2mg/kg) disrupted performance on standard SOR, both unimodal SOR tasks, and basic CMOR, consistent with a role for muscarinic receptors in memory encoding. Conversely, in Experiment 2, pre-choice systemic scopolamine selectively impaired object recognition on the CMOR task. For Experiment 3, the inclusion of multimodal, but not unimodal pre-exposure to the to-be-remembered objects prevented scopolamine from disrupting performance on the CMOR task when given prior to the choice phase. These results suggest that ACh is necessary during the choice phase of the CMOR task to facilitate the binding of object features across sensory modalities, a function that is not required for the other tasks assessed. Multimodal object pre-exposure might preclude the requisite contribution of ACh in the choice phase by allowing rats to bind important visual and tactile object information prior to testing.